
Young is better if enough

For patients without an HLA-identical

sibling donor, alternative sources of stem

cells are partially HLA-matched relatives,

matched unrelated volunteers, or unrelated

cord blood. In this issue, 2 articles compare

the outcome of unrelated cord blood and

marrow transplantation in children.

Barker and colleagues (page 2957)

report on a retrospective, single-center study

of unrelated cord blood or marrow trans-

plants in children with various diseases.

While engraftment of granulocytes and

platelets was slower with cord blood, sur-

vival was similar with either cord blood or

marrow. Survival after cord blood transplan-

tation in this series appears better than in

larger series. Rocha and colleagues (page

2962) report on a multicenter retrospective

study of unrelated cord blood or marrow

transplants for children with leukemia. Cord

blood led to slower engraftment of granulo-

cytes and platelets, and higher mortality,

which occurred during the first 100 days.

Relapse was similar after cord blood or

marrow transplantation. Despite a higher

degree of HLA incompatibility, cord blood

was associated with less acute and chronic

GVHD than was marrow. The median in-

terval from the last leukemia remission in-

duction to transplantation was 30 days

shorter with cord blood than with marrow.

Because patients with acute leukemia may

deteriorate and die while waiting for trans-

plantation, the survival gain from a shorter

wait for a cord blood graft could partially

offset the increased mortality after trans-

plantation. The data from the 2 studies

support the conclusion that transplantation

of partially matched cord blood is effective

treatment for children without a suitably

matched unrelated marrow donor.

Transplantations in children have shown

that HLA-identical sibling cord blood is

associated with less GVHD and same sur-

vival compared to HLA-identical sibling

marrow, suggesting that cord blood T-cell

naı̈vetéprotects from severe GVHD and

that HLA matching criteria for selection of

unrelated cord blood may be relaxed.

Almost all unrelated cord blood transplants,

performed thanks to more than 65 000 units

available globally, are mismatched for one

or more HLA alleles. What constitutes an

acceptable mismatched cord blood remains

undefined. Slow engraftment and graft fail-

ures are the predominant hurdles that limit

success of cord blood transplantation in

children and even more in adults. HLA mis-

matching and low cell dose are risk factors

for slow engraftment and graft loss. There-

fore, new strategies for suppression of the

host immune response across HLA disparity

and, perhaps, stem cell expansion will be

necessary for broadening the utilization of

cord blood transplants.

—Claudio Anasetti

Fred Hutchinson Cancer Research Center

Coagulation gene
polymorphisms:
the benefit?

Genetic polymorphisms of coagulation

factors are known risk factors for venous

thrombosis (factor V Leiden, prothrombin

G20210A) and candidate risk factors for

arterial thrombosis. A frequently asked

question is why these polymorphisms spread

so extensively throughout the white popula-

tions when they are associated with these

disabling and potentially life threatening

conditions. Are there evolutionary advan-

tages to be derived from a polymorphism

that predisposes to thrombotic diseases?

Corral and colleagues (page 2979) have in-

vestigated 201 patients with verified intra-

cranial bleeding for the prevalence of 4 co-

agulation gene polymorphisms. While the

prevalences of factor V Leiden, prothrombin

G20210A, factor VII2323del and factor

XIII V34L were those expected in the 2

control populations used, the first 3 poly-

morphisms were underrepresented in the

patients. This suggests a benefit in being a

polymorphism carrier, having protection

against acquired hemorrhage.

It will be important to confirm this work

with independent investigations, particularly

as studies of genetic variation are prone to

bias arising from admixtures, stratification,

and patient selection. Additionally, even in

initially large genetic studies, crucial com-

parison groups inevitably become small. It

should also not be forgotten that polymor-

phisms do not directly alter disease but

must act through a phenotype. When con-

firmation is sought of these interesting

findings, the role of the clotting factors/

intermediate phenotypes involved must also

be explored, as the analysis of these might

be equally rewarding. It is too early to spec-

ulate whether and how these findings might

be translated into clinical practice: it is so-

bering that there is as yet not a clear patient

management use for factor V Leiden in

thrombosis. But the results do suggest an

explanation for the presence of functional

polymorphisms in coagulation genes and

remind us of the delicate nature of the he-

mostatic balance. Furthermore, they suggest

that evaluation of polymorphisms in fibrino-

lytic and platelet receptor genes in acquired

bleeding will also be informative.

—David Lane

Imperial College School of Medicine

Dx: leukemia; Rx: CD8 1

NKT cell transplantation

Baker and colleagues (page 2923) report

that transplantation of the CD81 natural

killer T (NKT) lymphocytes results in

potent leukemia-specific immunity without

causing graft-versus-host disease. Remark-

ably, transplantation even across major his-

tocompatibility barriers did not induce graft-

versus-host response. These virtues of the

recently described CD81 NKT cells are

their first functional attributes. Bone marrow

transplantation (BMT) has emerged as a

major therapeutic modality for hematopoi-

etic malignancies. Successful bone marrow
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